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Thickening the soup 

cholars are like g e n d  they are forever The editm provided a systematic list of Orthodox Judaism is another instance of this 
preparing to fight the last rather than the questions and concepts for the authors to type of religion. Although Judaism has a much 
next War. Scho~ars over the second half respond to, which gives he book more unity longer and stronger ex+een~e in fostering 

of the hventieth century - such as Isaiah Berlin, than deb collections often have, issues munities independent from the State than Islam 
Hannah Arendt, or Ernest GeIlner - have had should be handled by the State as against civil does, ever since Judaism found a state* it has 
their eyes glued to the rear window, labouring society? Are civil society and the State truly been wrestling mightily with the tension 
to provide bodies of tho~ght that would muter  complementary, or do they threaten each other between enforcing its c~mmandments and the 
the threats of totalitarianism of both the in some ways? Should the State relate largely to demands of civil society. As Noam J. Zohar 
c~rnmunist and the Fascist varieties. It is this indiuidd as c i h m  or as of groups suggests, the very existence of autOnomous 
concern that fuelled the great i n m t  in civil and =~&tiom? are tb rights and communities that can impose religious dictates 
society, v6lunta1-y associations, pluralism and raponsibilities of citizenship, md what role inprivate life (enforce "personal law'') may be 
Tocqueville: in the social institutions that can does or should civil society play in shaping incompatible with Universal fights. 
shield the individual h m  an overbearing State. c i k m  and h a g  civic ~ ~ f f e m s  mong the various Jewish and 

The twentydint century s+ down into a I cannot begin to do fistice to this b o m w  Christiah groups, as I gee it, provide a useful 
rather different and even deeper schism - that book. It can be viewed as anchored by two con- way to examine the issue raised at the outset oi 
between religious fundarnen- and modem, b t i n g  views of Civil society, bemen which this review. Orthodox Jews, like other fmda- 
secular, liberal-societies. Fundamentalists vigw m y  intermediary positionscan be recognized. mentalists, are at best impatient with civil sock 
civil society - a pluralist realm free M state ~t one end is the view, often taken for p t e d  ety, and it with them. Reform Judaismstrongl~ 
control - as threatening the values that they in W- societies, that society is g d ,  endorses liberalism and even Fabian socialism 
hold must forcefully be promoted by the gov- . the State should help n e e  it, but not inmde but addresses only minimally questions such as 
€mment. Moreover, 'fundam&t&m provides oa it. It should deal wi* individuals, but be m- .why we have been cast into this world, why wc 
answers to the profound moral and social ques- picions of group rights. All this and much more are &bed to die, and other profound Persona 
tions that liberalism does not even claim to lay a is laid out with great nuance in an essay by moral and existential questions. Arguably* con 

. - - - 
glove on, indeed, prides itself on not touching. servative Judaism comes closer to being consist 
In many liberal societies, moral understan- Steven Scalet and David Schmidb, d in a ent with liberal ide&, yet thick enough to pro 
have, in the prdcess of adapting to modern soci- long commentary on their essay by Tom G- vide @dance about moral and transcendenta 
ety, bfxorne so attenuated that they no longer palmer: At the o@k pole C- , quatiom. However, most Jews an no 
provide shared sets of values to replace the w- af religious political dOChhe8. Traditiooally, members of my of these groups. 

i tional Ones, It is this moral vacuum that opens these,sligions tended to view what we would similarly, there are som& ,fundamentalis 
6 the door to fundamentalism. ne shuggle now  all civil society with ~USpicion, either a Christians, a number of Christians with moral 

- -  - -.. . private realm in which thoughts (for unitarians), and son conduct thin 
incompatible with the proper might =stians that fa somewhere in between. HOT betwen liberal democmcy and fundamenam 
, fcsfa - or as a fool to pmmotc fuaher these is most evident in countries such as m y ,  ever, despite the existence of forms of Christiu 
statGundergirded values on which society rests. which had a brig modem (and relatively 
ibis is parti.ly me cart fn -ciianism, 

ity that are consistent with liberalism but reta 
liberal) regime, but in recent years has seen fun- rich enough moral teachings, millions of Chri 

Peter Nosco shows, which @netrated "all the - he majodty England and Nofir, 
, damentmm build UP its following and power, 

way seeking to Qda mc society, &e : h t e n i n g  b u d b g  s d l a ,  dvil socieiy. , fsmily 
and the Confuci-m views 

Europe - have no serious religious commi 
The challenge for the defender of civil sou- ments of any kind. Millions of Jews and Chri 

' ety, hence, is to enrich its moral content, provid- : society as "an enormous quasi family", with the 
t tians are only nominally religious and, lack2 

ruler in the place of the father and the citizen in other, secular, moral gaidance, are left in mo iag a new core Of m-ding the place of the son, and rejects the very idea of dy bd-aut Which is the \ (while maintaining p l a s m  i. m), the private space necessary for civil society. ask if t h e  * more to Me than the amassment , 

said & much mm -- which civil society flourishes, but which 
of objects, explahbg,what we owe each other not be able to support a good society. Muslim 

$ as members of Communities, and addressing -'rtiblc with cia, society. John A. Coleman, SJ, as they liberalize, seem to be sucked into tl 

I 
basic existential questi0118. B U ~  l i ~  pl-ts civil society m y  from the same semi-moral vacuum: The question of tl eve CamOli- = a age remains: what can provide moral - Promot- of civil s d e v  -.con@ue to fear , theory of da 

and S$fc that that answering moral questions ,collectively that is compatible with civil society, yet is ah 
of vati- largely -patible with thick d a s  the questiom fundame] wo*d open the d m  to totalitarianism, an4 as a 

dem, il in with it* result, they continue to argue not only for a talismraises-andthusnullifyits sirencall? 
Coleman argues that Catholicism recognks the neutral - hat is, m d ~  empty - State, but also 
wCt of a frra sphere ia cib C8tl 

This rich volume also includes some perspe 
for a m o d y  thin society, one that is merely civil. tives about civil society that are ambivales 

civil S o c i e  cmd Government is not meant to in  ti^^ the Wow issues =psi* some of the feminist viewpoin 
be, nor is it, a commentary on current events or over which the State has no legitimate authority. examined by Nancy Rosenblum. The feminist 
a guide for the perplexed. The volume is i n d -  Islam falls somewhere between Confucian- core concern is correcting profound injustic~ 

ism and w ~ t y *  can gene* at all they see as built into the fabric of the State ar bly rich but highly academic (in the best 
about belief systems that developed over ages in of ciYil which challenging di 

ified. Nancy L. Rosenblum is a Professor of&V- tinctions and boundaries, such as the bounda 
ernment at Harvard. An earlier book, Member- tinction in Islam between the dizm (a "class of society and the The diStin, 
ship and Morals: The personal uses of p l u & h  and-the Khilafat (&phatc . tion befwccn pbbfic snd is wi 
in America (1998), received many -& -" of the mla)' *have tended suspicion, as it is held to conceal and perpetua 
~ccolades. Robes C. Post is a distinguished to maintain some independence from the govern- the patriarchal features of the household. 
bfessor of Law at the University of m o m i a ,  ment, but as a rule have assumed the fostering of 
Berkeley. Among the tenauthors, nine m-en- Islamic values by the government and hence 
taton and one concluder are "some sort of Islamic religious establishment". 
regarded scholars. They set out to study the rela- His essay leads one to conclude that liberal 
tionship be!ween civil society ( m f d  to as the notions of an independent civil society are not 
"'chicken SOUP' of the social sciences'? and the readily compatible with Islam, to put it care- 
State from a number of perspectives, including fully. Any religion that prescribes an extensive 
natural law, several religious tditions, critical set of behaviom (and not just states of mind), 
theory and feminism. encompassing both public and private behav- 

iours, and that has few built-in restrictions on 
the government enforcing religious mores, f a c  
the same challenge. 
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A mmmunitarian perspective (omitted from 
Qis volume) would have built on the criticism of 
the simplistic division between the public realm 
(equated with the State) and the private realm 
(that of civil society). It would challenge the 
notion that the State ought to remain morally 
thin, if not neutral, so that people can pursue 
whatever values they clierish (aside-from a few 
values that are beyond the pale, h &a Berlin). It 
would recognize that civil society can and needs 
to promote a strong core of shared substantive 
values (not merely Habermasian procedural 

6 -, ' 
ones or naww political ones, such as faith in 

1. '1 3 i e  democracy), while leaving ample mom .for 

b>rk-:[r.: pluralism within this thick framework. These 

,hi: A * * . !  .values would be promoted through education, 
.. I :. persuasion and leadership rather than being - 

P ILL! C, imposed. They would provide both legitimacy 
for laws (rather than relying mainly on how 
many votes.are cast) and much of the "enforce- 

. . ment" needed. These substantive values would 
dl guide us in understanding what is expected from 
dm us not merely as citizens, but also as parents 
h- (especially of young children), as children of 
dyL"- ageing parents, as neighborn, friends, members 

rb8 of communities, patriots, and-as human beings. 
@ 1-d The lack of a comrnunitatian perspective is 

4-e particularly .evident in, Be extensive and rich 
b p u l i O m q M -  

,aatnar-hWb* 
examination of civic vim& by several contribu- 

a w ' b P r '  tors. Civil society needs to sustain and be sus- 

- - tained by these virtues, which include staying - info11ne.d about public affairs, voting, h h h g  

w* critically, and ma?& volunteering. The question 
the book tackles is whether these can be nur- 
w O*Y by private ~odies (eg f ~ e s )  or 

.lhl '(r. * must be cultivated by the State. This is a m w  
set of citizen viaues, what is missing is the nur- 
turing of social and moraloralvktues, such as caring 
for others and sharing, what makes not merely 
for a civil but also a good society. As long as lib- 
eral democratic doctrine has no more to offer in 
response to the challenges raised by religious 

..-,- y,- 
fundamentalism, I fear, liberal democracies are 
likely to hake to rely on force to help protect bud- 

- - ding civil socicties around the world, rather than -= taking the wind out of the fundamentalists' sails. 
f3b 


